Envision Ecommerce Announcing
a New Extension for Magento
2! Add to Cart by SKU
We are in the last week of the year, so it is crucial for us,
especially for online businesses to have a secure, fast
website that can manage massive web traffic without going
offline or slowing down the site’s speed. So as an online
retailer — you should take the advantage of these holidays by
preparing your e-commerce website with ultimately new
features, extensions, plugins, etc. that help you make 2016
your most fulfilling and prosperous year yet.
That is why, today we at Envision Ecommerce are extremely
excited to announce our new extension named ‘Add to Cart by
SKU’ which allows Magento 2 merchants to easily showcase
‘Quick Order’ block on any page of their e-commerce site such
as CMS page, Product Category page, etc. Plus, also allow them
to place or display ‘Quick Order’ form in any position/sidebar
like Left Sidebar and Right Sidebar as well.
Add to Cart by SKU extension is mainly designed to beat RushHour traffic and speed up the ordering process. With this
extension, shoppers can quickly search and add products to
their shopping cart by entering product SKU and a quantity in
‘Quick Order’ block. Despite that, there are many more useful
features adhered with Add to Cart by SKU extension. So read on
to learn;

The main highlights of ‘Add to Cart by SKU’ Extension
are;
• Allows store owner to display or place ‘Quick Order’ block
on any page of their e-commerce site (like CMS page, Product
Category page, etc.) and in any position/sidebar (like Left

Sidebar and Right Sidebar)
• Allows customer to quickly search and add products to their
shopping cart via product SKU, without browsing each product
category page.
• Displays search suggestions and auto-completes product SKU
based on customers’ typed text into ‘Product SKU’ field.
• In case customer enters a product SKU of a configurable
product into ‘Product SKU’ field, it will display a message
like “Please select options for this product”.
These are the key features of our latest Magento 2 extension.
Now update your e-commerce store with Add to Cart by SKU to
make the ordering process faster and accessible.
At Envision Ecommerce, our entire team of certified developers
continually focuses their efforts on introducing some useful
extensions, plugins, etc. to make online buying and selling
process easier and smoother for both seller and shopper. So
always, stay tuned with us!

